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Consider the problem of sending a single message from a
sender to a re eiver through an m  n mesh with asyn hronous links
that may stop working, and memoryless intermediate nodes. We prove
that for m 2 O(1), it is ne essary and suÆ ient to use pa ket headers
that are (log log n) bits long.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Proto ols that send information bundled into pa kets over a ommuni ation
network allo ate some number of bits in ea h pa ket for transmitting ontrol
information. We here refer to su h bits as header bits. These bits might in lude
sequen e numbers to ensure that pa kets are re eived in the orre t order, or
they might ontain routing information to ensure that a pa ket is delivered to its
destination. When the number of message bits in a pa ket is small (for example,
in a knowledgements), the header bits an make up a signi ant fra tion of the
total number of bits ontained in the pa ket. A natural question to ask is the
following: how large must pa ket headers be for reliable ommuni ation?
This problem is addressed in [AF99℄, part of a large body of resear h on the
end-to-end ommuni ation problem [AAF+94℄, [AAG+97℄, [AG88℄, [AMS89℄,
[APV96℄, [DW97℄, [KOR95℄, [LLT98℄, [F98℄. The end-to-end ommuni ation problem is to send information from one designated pro essor (the sender S ) to
another designated pro essor (the re eiver R) over an unreliable ommuni ation network. This is a fundamental problem in distributed omputing, sin e
(a) ommuni ation is ru ial to distributed omputing and (b) as the size of a
network in reases, the likelihood of a fault o urring somewhere in the network
also in reases.

A full version appears at http://www.d s.warwi k.a .uk/~leslie/papers/endtoend.ps.
This work was partly supported by grants from NSERC and CITO.
z
This work was partly supported by EPSRC grant GR/L60982 and ESPRIT LTR
Proje t ALCOM-FT.
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Adler and Fi h [AF99℄ studied the question of how many header bits are
required for end-to-end ommuni ation in the setting where links may fail. They
prove that, for the omplete network of n pro essors or any network that ontains it as a minor (su h as the n2 -input butter y or the n  n  2 mesh), any
memoryless proto ol that ensures delivery of a single message using headers with
fewer than dlog2 ne 3 bits, generates an in nite amount of message traÆ .
If there is a path of live links from S to R in an n-node network, then there
is a simple path of live links of length at most n 1. Therefore, it suÆ es to
use the simple \hop ount" algorithm [P81℄ whi h dis ards messages that have
been forwarded n 1 times. Sin e this an be done with headers of size dlog ne,
for the omplete graph we have upper and lower bounds that mat h to within a
small additive onstant, and for the n2 -input butter y and the n  n  2 mesh
to within a small multipli ative onstant.
However, for several graphs there remains a large gap between the best upper
and lower bounds. Planar graphs, in luding two-dimensional meshes, do not
ontain a omplete graph on more than 4 nodes as a minor [K30℄ and, as a result,
no previous work has demonstrated a lower bound larger than a onstant for any
planar graph. Furthermore, for some graphs it is possible to do better than the
simple hop ount algorithm. For example, Adler and Fi h [AF99℄ observed that
if F is a feedba k vertex set of the underlying graph G (that is, if every y le of G
ontains at least one vertex of F ), then one an use a variant of the hop ount
proto ol whi h dis ards messages that have visited F more than jF j times. The
dis arding does no harm, sin e a simple path visits F at most jF j times. But it
ensures that the amount of traÆ generated is nite. Note that in this variant of
the hop ount proto ol, the length of pa ket headers is at most dlog2 (jF j + 1)e.
However, some graphs have no small feedba k vertex sets. In parti ular, any
feedba k vertex set for the m  n mesh has size at least bm=2 bn=2 . In this ase,
this variant does not o er signi ant improvement over the hop ount algorithm.
Thus we see that a network that has resisted both lower bound and upper
bound improvements is the two-dimensional mesh. Prior to this work, there was
no upper bound better than O(log mn), nor lower bound better than (1), for
any m  n mesh with m; n > 2. For m = 2, headers of length one suÆ e in our
network (sin e no ba kward move is needed and we need only distinguish verti al
and horizontal arrivals) [AF99℄. In [AF99℄, it is onje tured that (log n) header
bits are ne essary for a proto ol to ensure delivery of a single message in an n  n
mesh without generating an in nite amount of message traÆ .
Here, we atta k this open problem by onsidering m  n meshes, for onstant m  3. We prove the unexpe ted result that (log log n) bit headers are
ne essary and suÆ ient for su h graphs.

1.1 Network Model
We model a network by an undire ted graph G, with a node orresponding to
ea h pro essor and an edge orresponding to a link between two pro essors.
Spe i ally, we onsider the graphs G(m; n) with a sender node S and a re eiver
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node R in addition to the mn intermediate nodes, (i; j ), for 0
0  j < n. There are links between

{
{
{
{

 i < m and

node S and node (i; 0), for 0  i < m,
node (i; j ) and node (i; j + 1), for 0  i < m and 0  j < n 1,
node (i; j ) and node (i + 1; j ), for 0  i < m 1 and 0  j < n, and
node (i; n 1) and node R, for 0  i < m.

The graph G(3; 6) is illustrated in Figure 1.

(2,5)

S

R
(0,0)

Fig. 1.

The graph G(3; 6)

Pro essors ommuni ate by sending pa kets along links in the network. Ea h
pa ket onsists of data (i.e. the message) and a header. The pro essor at an
intermediate node may use information in the header to determine what pa kets
to send to its neighbours, but they annot use the data for this purpose. Headers
may be modi ed arbitrarily; however, data must be treated as a \bla k box".
That is, pro essors may make opies of the data, but they may not modify it.
This data-oblivious assumption is appropriate when one views end-to-end ommuni ation proto ols as providing a reliable ommuni ation layer that will be
used by many di erent distributed algorithms. Typi ally in end-to-end ommuni ation, one assumes that when a pro essor re eives a pa ket, it annot dete t
whi h of its neighbours sent the pa ket. This assumption is not relevant to our
problem sin e the degree of the underlying network is bounded, and so the identity of the sender an be en oded in a onstant number of header bits.
Intermediate pro essors are assumed to be memoryless. Thus, pro essors an
only send pa kets as a result of re eiving a pa ket and must de ide along whi h
link(s) to forward the message and how to hange the pa ket header, based only
on the ontents of the header. This is an appropriate model for a network with
simultaneous traÆ between many di erent pairs of pro essors, for example, the
Internet, where no information on erning past traÆ is stored.
The links of the network are either alive or dead. At any time, a live link may
be ome dead. On e a link be omes dead, it remains so. Pro essors do not know
whi h subset of the links are alive. For simpli ity, it is assumed that pro essors
never fail. However, a dead pro essor an be simulated by onsidering ea h of
its in ident links to be dead.
Live links deliver pa kets in a rst in, rst out manner. However, the time
for a pa ket to traverse a link may di er at di erent times or for di erent links.
3

We assume that the time for a pa ket to traverse a link is nite, but unbounded.
Edges whi h are dead an be thought of as having in nite delay. In this asynhronous model, a pro essor annot distinguish between a dead link and a link
whi h is just very slow.

1.2 Summary of Results
In this paper, we onsider the problem of sending a single message from S to R.
Our goal is to ensure that

{ as long as there is some simple S {R path of live links, at least one opy of
the message gets sent from S to R, and

{ even if all links are alive, only a nite number of pa kets are generated.
We say that a proto ol whi h satis es these requirements delivers a message from
S to R with nite traÆ . In this paper, we provide an algorithm that does this
using O(m(log log n + log m))-bit headers for any network G(m; n). For the ase
of G(3; n), this is improved in the full version of our paper to log2 log2 n + O(1).
In Se tion 3 we demonstrate that for G(3; n), log2 log2 n O(log log log n) bits
are required. Using the following observation of Adler and Fi h [AF99℄, this lower
bound an be extended to G(m; n).

Proposition 1. Suppose G0 is a minor of G and S 0 and R0 are the supernodes
of G0 ontaining S and R, respe tively. Then any proto ol for G that delivers
a message from S to R with nite traÆ gives a proto ol for G0 with the same
pa ket headers that delivers a message from S 0 to R0 with nite traÆ .

In parti ular, sin e for m  3, G(m; n) has G(3; n) as a minor, log2 log2 n
O(log log log n) bits are required for G(m; n). Thus, for any onstant m  3, we
have optimal bounds to within a onstant fa tor on the number of header bits
that are ne essary and suÆ ient to deliver a message from S to R with nite
traÆ in G(m; n). For the ase of G(3; n), our bounds are within an additive
term of O(log log log n) from optimal.
Our upper bounds use a new te hnique to obtain an approximate ount of
how many nodes a message has visited, whi h is suÆ ient to guarantee that only
a nite number of pa kets are generated. This te hnique may have appli ations to
other networks. By Proposition 1, our upper bounds also provide upper bounds
for any graphs that are minors of G(m; n), for any onstant m.
The next se tion des ribes our proto ol for G(m; n) for any onstant m  3.
This is followed in Se tion 3 by our lower bound for G(3; n) and, hen e, for
G(m; n) with m > 3.
2

A Proto ol for

G(m; n)

In this se tion, we provide an upper bound on the header size required for sending
a single message from S to R in G(m; n). Sin e G(m; n) is a minor of G(m; n0 )
4

for all n  n0 , by Proposition 1, it suÆ es to assume that n = 2h + 1 for some
positive integer h.
We begin by giving a hara terization of ertain simple paths. The hara terization will be used in Lemma 1 to parse simple paths. We will be onsidering
sub-paths that go from left-to-right (from small 1 to big 2 ) and also sub-paths
that go from right-to-left (from big 1 to small 2 ), but we will always work
within a bounded region of rows onsisting of row r1 up to row r2 .

De nition 1. For r1  r2 and 1 6= 2 , a ( 1 ; 2 ; r1 ; r2 )-bounded path is a
simple path that starts in olumn 1 , ends in olumn 2 , and does not go through
any node in a olumn less than minf 1 ; 2 g, a olumn greater than maxf 1 ; 2 g,
a row less than r1 , or a row greater than r2 .
Note that every simple path from the rst olumn of G(m; n) to the last
olumn of G(m; n) is a (0; n 1; 0; m 1)-bounded path. A ( 1 ; 2 ; r; r)-bounded
path is a simple path of horizontal edges.
1 6= 2 , a ( 1 ; 2 ; r1 ; r2 )-bounded loop is a
simple path that starts and ends in olumn 1 , and does not go through any node
in a olumn less than minf 1 ; 2 g, a olumn greater than maxf 1 ; 2 g, a row less
than r1 , or a row greater than r2 .

De nition 2. For r1 < r2 and

We fo us attention on bounded paths between olumns whi h are onse utive
multiples of some power of 2, i.e. from olumn 2k to olumn 0 2k , where 0 =
 1.

Lemma 1. Let 1 , 2 , 3 be onse utive nonnegative integers, with 2 odd, and
let k be a nonnegative integer. Then every ( 1 2k ; 3 2k ; r1 ; r2 )-bounded path an be
de omposed into a ( 1 2k ; 2 2k ; r1 ; r2 )-bounded path, followed by a series of r2 r1
or fewer ( 2 2k ; 1 2k ; r1 ; r2 )- and ( 2 2k ; 3 2k ; r1 ; r2 )-bounded loops, followed by a
( 2 2k ; 3 2k ; r1 ; r2 )-bounded path.
Proof. Consider any ( 1 2k ; 3 2k ; r1 ; r2 )-bounded path. The portion of the path
until a node in olumn 2 2k is rst en ountered is the rst subpath, the portion of
the path after a node in olumn 2 2k is last en ountered is the last subpath, and
the remainder of the path is the series of loops starting and ending in olumn
k
2 2 . The bound on the number of loops follows from the fa t that the path
is simple, so the rst subpath and ea h of the loops end on di erent nodes in
olumn 2 2k .
ut

This gives us a re ursive de omposition of any simple path from the rst
olumn to the last olumn of G(m; n), where n is one more than a power of
2. Spe i ally, su h a (0; n 1; 0; m 1)-bounded path onsists of a (0; (n
1)=2; 0; m 1)-bounded path, followed by a series of at most m 1 di erent
((n 1)=2; n 1; 0; m 1) and ((n 1)=2; 0; 0; m 1)-bounded loops, followed
by a ((n 1)=2; n 1; 0; m 1)-bounded path. Ea h of the bounded paths an
then be similarly de omposed. Furthermore, we an also de ompose the bounded
loops.
5

Lemma 2. Let k, r1 , r2 ,

1 and 2 be nonnegative integers, where 1 and 2
are onse utive, 1 is odd, and r1 < r2 . Then every ( 1 2k ; 2 2k ; r1 ; r2 )-bounded
loop an be de omposed into the pre x of a ( 1 2k ; 2 2k ; r1 + 1; r2 )-bounded path,
followed by a downward edge, followed by the suÆx of a ( 2 2k ; 1 2k ; r1 ; r2 1)bounded path, or the pre x of a ( 1 2k ; 2 2k ; r1 ; r2 1)-bounded path, followed by
an upward edge, followed by the suÆx of a ( 2 2k ; 1 2k ; r1 + 1; r2 )-bounded path.

Proof. Consider any ( 1 2k ; 2 2k ; r1 ; r2 ) bounded loop. Let be the olumn farthest from 1 2k that this path rea hes and let (r; ) be the rst node in this path
in olumn . Let p1 be the pre x of this path up to and in luding node (r; ).
The next edge is verti al. Let p2 be the remainder of the bounded loop following
that edge.
Sin e the loop is a simple path, paths p1 and p2 do not interse t. Thus, either
p1 is ompletely above p2 , so p1 never uses row r1 and p2 never uses row r2 , or
p1 is ompletely below p2 , so p1 never uses row r2 and p2 never uses row r1 . ut

We use this re ursive de omposition of simple paths in our proto ol. Instead
of trying just the simple S {R paths in G(m; n), our proto ol tries all S {R paths
that an be re ursively de omposed in this way.
Our basi building blo k is a proto ol that sends a pa ket from olumn 1 to
olumn 2 , where 1 and 2 are onse utive multiples of some power of 2, using
some set of r adja ent rows. The proto ol does this by rst sending the pa ket
from olumn 1 to the middle olumn ( 1 + 2 )=2, re ursively. Then it sends the
pa ket looping around the middle olumn at most r 1 times. Ea h loop onsists
of a rst half and a se ond half, ea h of whi h uses at most r 1 rows. Both of
these subproblems are solved re ursively. Finally, the proto ol re ursively sends
the pa ket from the middle olumn to olumn 2 .
It follows by Lemmas 1 and 2 that, if there is a simple path of live edges from
S to R, then our proto ol nds it. Note that, at the lowest level of the re ursion,
a pa ket is always travelling in what is onsidered the forward dire tion (when
the bounded path is from right to left, this will be in the ba kwards dire tion
of the original problem, but still in the forward dire tion of the lowest level
subproblem). Thus, the diÆ ult part of this proto ol is performing the bounded
loops in su h a way that the pa ket does not travel in an in nite loop.
Let #2 (0) = 1 and for every positive integer , let #2 ( ) denote the largest
power of two that divides . Thus, if
an be expressed as 1 2k for an odd
number 1 , then #2 ( ) = k . In our proto ol, the pa ket header is used to keep
tra k of the olumn in whi h the urrent loop started and the distan e to the
other olumn boundary. If we naively stored these numbers, then (log n) header
bits would be required. However, be ause our de omposition only uses bounded
loops of the form ( 1 2k ; ( 1  1)2k ; r1 ; r2 ), where 1 is odd, it is suÆ ient to
keep tra k of k (i.e., #2 ( 1 2k )). Note that k an be represented using only
dlog2 log2 (n 1)e bits. Using the quantity k, a pa ket an tell when it rea hes
its boundary olumns. In parti ular, while its urrent olumn is between the
boundaries, #2 ( ) < k but when is at the boundaries #2 ( )  k .
When the algorithm is doing a bounded loop from olumn 1 2k the following
quantities are stored.
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power = #2 ( 1 2k ) (whi h is equal to k ),
minRow, the smallest row that an be used,
maxRow, the largest row that an be used,
loopCounter, the number of loops that have already been done around olumn 1 2k in the urrent path,
{ loopHalf (0 if the urrent pa ket is in the rst bounded path that forms this
loop and +1 if it is in the se ond),
{ forward, the dire tion in whi h the pa ket is travelling on the urrent path
(+1 if the pa ket is going from left to right and 1 it is going from right to
left).

{
{
{
{

Although our path de omposition has log2 (n 1) levels of re ursion, at most
an be a tive at any one time. This follows from Lemma 2, sin e the
number of allowed rows de reases by 1 for ea h a tive loop. We shall think
of the bits in the pa ket header as a sta k and, for ea h a tive loop, the above
mentioned variables will be pushed onto the sta k. Finally, we use two additional
bits with ea h transmission to ensure that any node re eiving a pa ket knows
where that pa ket ame from. In total, our proto ol uses headers with at most
O(m(log log n + log m)) bits.
At the start, S sends a pa ket to ea h node in olumn 0. The header of
ea h pa ket ontains the following information in its only sta k entry: power
= log2 (n 1), minRow = 0, maxRow = m 1, forward = 1, loopHalf = 1,
and loopCounter = 0. (To be onsistent with other levels of re ursion, we are
thinking of the path from olumn 0 to olumn n 1 as being the se ond half of
a (n 1; 0; 0; m 1)-bounded loop.)
We shall refer to the variable d = m maxRow + minRow, whi h is equal
to the re ursion depth. We des ribe the a tions of any node (r; ) that does not
appear in the rst or last olumn of G(m; n). The a tions of the nodes in the
rst (or last) olumn are identi al, ex ept that they do not perform the spe i ed
forwarding of pa kets to the left (or right, respe tively). In addition, if a node in
the last olumn of G(m; n) ever re eives a pa ket, it forwards that pa ket to R.

m loops

Proto ol DELIVER
On re eipt of a pa ket at node (r; ) with (power, minRow, maxRow, loopCounter,
loopHalf, forward) at the top of its sta k
/* The default move is to forward a pa ket up, down, and in the urrent
dire tion of travel. */

 If r < maxRow and the pa ket was not re eived from node (r + 1;
the pa ket to node (r + 1; ).
 If r > minRow and the pa ket was not re eived from node (r 1;
the pa ket to node (r 1; ).
 If power > #2 ( ), then send the pa ket to node (r; + forward).

), send
), send

/* In addition, we may hoose to start a set of loops starting at the urrent
olumn. This an happen only if r > minRow or r < maxRow, either of whi h
implies that d < m. */
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If power > #2 ( ) and r > minRow, then, for f = 1, send the pa ket to
node (r; + f ) with (#2 ( ); minRow + 1; maxRow; 0; 0; f ) pushed onto its
sta k.
If power > #2 ( ) and r < maxRow, then, for f = 1, send the pa ket to
node (r; + f ) with (#2 ( ); minRow; maxRow 1; 0; 0; f ) pushed onto its
sta k.
/* If a loop is in its rst half, it an swit h to the se ond half at any step. */



If loopHalf = 0, let minRow 0 denote the value of minRow at the previous
level of re ursion (i.e. in the re ord se ond from the top of the sta k).
If minRow = minRow 0
then send the pa ket to node (r +1; ) with (power, minRow+1,maxRow+
1,loopCounter,1, forward) repla ing the top re ord on its sta k.
else send the pa ket to node (r 1; ) with (power, minRow 1,maxRow
1,loopCounter,1, forward) repla ing the top re ord on its sta k.

/* If a pa ket has returned to the olumn where it started its urrent set of
loops, it has two options. */



If #2 ( )  power and loopHalf = 1 then
/* Option 1: start the next loop in the set. Note that if the se ond half of
the previous loop allows the use of rows r1 to r2 , then the previous level of
the re ursion allows the use of either rows r1 to r2 + 1 or rows r1 1 to r2 .
In the rst ase, the rst half of the next loop an use either rows r1 to r2
or rows r1 + 1 to r2 + 1. In the se ond ase, the rst half of the next loop
an use either rows r1 to r2 or rows r1 1 to r2 1. */
If loopCounter < maxRow minRow 1, then
 For f = 1, send the pa ket to node (r; + f ) with (power, minRow,
maxRow, loopCounter + 1, 0, f) repla ing the top re ord on its sta k.
 Let minRow 0 and maxRow 0 denote the value of minRow and maxRow
at the previous level of re ursion (i.e. in the re ord se ond from the
top of the sta k).
 If minRow = minRow 0 and r > minRow then for f = 1, send
the pa ket to node (r; + f ) with (power, minRow + 1, maxRow + 1,
loopCounter + 1, 0, f ) repla ing the top re ord on its sta k.
 If maxRow = maxRow 0 and r < maxRow then for f = 1, send
the pa ket to node (r; + f ) with (power, minRow 1, maxRow 1,
loopCounter + 1, 0, f ) repla ing the top re ord on its sta k.
/* Option 2: stop the urrent set of loops and return to the previous level
of the re ursion. */
If d > 1, pop one re ord o the sta k. Let forward 0 denote the value of
forward at the new top level of the sta k. Send the resulting pa ket to
node (r; + forward 0 ).

End of proto ol.
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Lemma 3. The header of any pa ket produ ed by the Proto ol DELIVER has
a length of at most

m(blog2 log2 (n

1) + 3dlog2 me + 3) + 2 bits.

Proof. It is easily veri ed that the maximum depth of the re ursion produ ed
by Proto ol DELIVER is m. For ea h su h level, the variable power an be
represented using blog2 log2 (n 1) +1 bits, the variables maxRow, minRow, and
loopCounter an be represented using dlog2 me bits, and forward and loopHalf
an ea h be represented using a single bit. The nal two bits ome from the
fa t that ea h transmission informs the re ipient of the dire tion from whi h the
pa ket ame.
ut

Lemma 4. Proto ol DELIVER transmits only a nite number of pa kets.
Proof. We provide a potential fun tion  for any pa ket in the system, su h
that there is a maximum value that  an attain and, every time a pa ket is
forwarded, the orresponding value of  is in reased by at least 1. (That is, ea h
pa ket P has a potential ex eeding the potential of the pa ket whose arrival
aused P to be sent.) For ea h level of re ursion i, 1  i  m, we de ne three
variables: l i , lhi , and disti . All of these variables are de ned to be 0 if i > d, the
urrent re ursion depth. For i  d, l i and lhi are the loopCounter and loopHalf
variables, respe tively, for level i in the re ursion. For i  d, the variable disti
is the number of horizontal steps taken by the pa ket starting from the time
that the forward variable at the i'th level of re ursion was last set, ounting
only those steps that o urred when d = i. Note that a pa ket an only move
horizontally in the dire tion spe i ed by the forward variable, and thus all of
these steps will be in the same dire tion. This means that disti  n. We also
de ne the variable vert to be the number of steps taken in a verti al dire tion
on the urrent olumn sin e last moving there from another olumn.
The potential fun tion  that we de ne an be thought of as a (3m + 1)-digit
mixed radix number, where for t 2 f1; : : : ; mg, digit 3(t 1) + 1 is l t , digit
3(t 1) + 2 is lht , and digit 3(t 1) + 3 is distt . Digit 3m + 1 is vert. It is
easily veri ed that when a pa ket is rst sent,   0. Also, by he king ea h
of the possible a tions of a node on the re eipt of a pa ket, we an verify that
every time a pa ket is forwarded,  in reases by at least 1. We also see that 
is bounded, sin e vert  m 1 and, for any i, l i  m, disti  n, and lhi  1.
Sin e ea h pa ket re eipt auses at most a onstant number of new pa kets to be
sent out, it follows that the total number of pa kets sent as a result of Proto ol
DELIVER is nite.
ut

It follows from the de omposition of simple S {R paths given by Lemmas 1
and 2 that, if there is a simple path of live edges from S to R, then Proto ol
DELIVER nds it. We ombine Lemmas 3 and 4 to get our main result.

Theorem 1. Proto ol DELIVER delivers a message from S to R with nite
traÆ using O(m(log log n + log m))-bit headers .

9
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A Lower Bound

In this se tion, we prove that (log log n) header bits are ne essary for ommuniating a single message in a 3  n grid. First, we onsider the graph G(3; n) with
n = h!. The proof is similar in avour to the lower bound for ommuni ating a
single message in a omplete graph [AF99℄.
Our proof uses the following de nitions. An S-path of extent j  1 is a path
from (0; ) to (2; + j 1), for some olumn , where 0   n j . It onsists
of
A left-to-right path of length j 1 along the bottom row from (0; ) to
(0; + j 1), followed by
the verti al edge from (0; + j 1) to (1; + j 1), followed by
a right-to-left path of length j 1 along the middle row from (1; + j 1)
to (1; ), followed by
the verti al edge from (1; ) to (2; ), followed by
a left-to-right path of length j 1 along the top row from (2; ) to (2; + j 1).
Thus, an S-path of extent j ontains 3(j 1) horizontal edges and 2 verti al
edges, for a total length of 3j 1. Similarly, a Z-path of extent j is a simple path
of total length 3j 1 from (2; ) to (2; + j 1), to (1; + j 1), to (1; ), to
(0; ), and nally to (0; + j 1).
Our proof fo usses attention on h parti ular simple S {R paths, de ned as
follows. For k = 1; : : : ; h, let Pk onsist of k ! alternating S-paths and Z-paths,
ea h of extent h!=k !, on atenated using single horizontal edges. Figure 2 shows
paths P1 ; P2 , and P3 for the ase h = 3.

P1

P2

Fig. 2.

P3

Paths P1 ; P2 , and P3 for h = 3

P

For 0  i < n, let i1 ; : : : ; ih be su h that i = hk=1 ik n=k ! where 0  ik < k .
In other words, (i1 ;    ; ih ) is the mixed radix representation of i, where the k 'th
most signi ant digit is in base k . Note that i1 always has value 0. For example,
if n = 24 = 4! and i = 20, then i1 = 0, i2 = 1, i3 = 2, and i4 = 0.

 i < j < n. Node (1; j ) appears
Pk if and only if id = jd for d = 1; : : : ; k.

Proposition 2. Let 0
path

before node (1; i) in

Proof. In every S-path or Z-path, the nodes in row 1 appear in order from
largest numbered olumn to smallest numbered olumn. Sin e path Pk is the
on atenation of S-paths and Z-paths, node (1; j ) appears before node (1; i) if
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and only if olumns i and j are in the same S-path or Z-path. Sin e ea h S-path
and Z-path omprising Pk has extent n=k !, it follows that i and j are in the
same S-path or Z-path if and only if bi=(n=k !) = bj=(n=k !) , whi h is true if
and only if id = jd for d = 1; : : : ; k .
ut

Consider any proto ol for G(3; h!) that delivers a message from S to R with
nite traÆ . Sin e node (1; ) is on path Pk , it re eives at least one pa ket when
only the links on the simple S {R path Pk are alive. Let Hk ( ) denote the header
of the last pa ket re eived by node (1; ) in this situation that auses a pa ket
to be re eived by R.

Lemma 5. Consider any proto ol for G(3; h!) that delivers a message from S

to R with nite traÆ . Then, for all path indi es 1  j < k  h and all olumns
0  < 0 < h! su h that ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; j ) = ( 01 ; 02 ; : : : ; 0j ) and ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k ) 6=
( 01 ; 02 ; : : : ; 0k ), either Hj ( ) 6= Hk ( ) or Hj ( 0 ) 6= Hk ( 0 ).

Proof. To obtain a ontradi tion, suppose that Hj ( ) = Hk ( ) and Hj ( 0 ) =
Hk ( 0 ), for some path indi es 1  j < k  h and some olumns 0  < 0 < h!
su h that ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; j ) = ( 01 ; 02 ; : : : ; 0j ) and ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k ) 6= ( 01 ; 02 ; : : : ; 0k ).
Then, by Proposition 2, node (1; 0 ) appears before node (1; ) in path Pj but
after node (1; ) in path Pk .
Consider the situation when the links on both paths Pj and Pk are alive.
The proto ol forwards a pa ket along path Pk until a pa ket with header Hk ( 0 )
rea hes node (1; 0 ). This auses a pa ket to be re eived by R. Sin e Hk ( 0 ) =
Hj ( 0 ) and node (1; 0 ) o urs before node (1; ) on path Pj , it also auses a pa ket
with header Hj ( ) to be re eived at node (1; ). Likewise, sin e Hj ( ) = Hk ( )
and node (1; ) o urs before node (1; 0 ) on path Pk , this auses a pa ket with
header Hk ( 0 ) to be re eived at node (1; 0 ), and we have an in nite loop. Ea h
time su h a pa ket goes through the loop, it produ es a new pa ket that is sent
to the destination R. This ontradi ts the nite-traÆ assumption.
ut

Lemma 6. Consider any proto ol for G(3; h!) that delivers a message from S

R with nite traÆ . Then, for 1  k  h, there exist nonnegative digits
i1 < 1; i2 < 2; : : : ; ik < k su h that the k headers H1 ( ); : : : ; Hk ( ) are distin t
for ea h olumn with ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k ) = (i1 ; i2 ; : : : ; ik ).

to

Proof. To obtain a ontradi tion, suppose the lemma is false. Consider the smallest value of k  h for whi h the lemma is false. Sin e there are no repetitions
in a sequen e of length one, k > 1. Let i1 < 1; i2 < 2; : : : ; ik 1 < k 1
be su h that the k 1 headers H1 ( ); : : : ; Hk 1 ( ) are distin t for ea h olumn with ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k 1 ) = (i1 ; i2 ; : : : ; ik 1 ). Then, for ea h digit ik 2
f0; : : : ; k 1g, there exists a path index j 2 f1; : : :; k 1g and a olumn
su h that ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k 1 ; k ) = (i1 ; i2 ; : : : ; ik 1 ; ik ) and Hk ( ) = Hj ( ).
Sin e there are k hoi es for ik and only k 1 hoi es for j , the pigeonhole
prin iple implies that there exist distin t ik ; i0k 2 f0; : : : ; k 1g whi h give rise to
the same value of j and there exist olumns and 0 su h that ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k 1 ) =
( 01 ; 02 ; : : : ; 0k 1 ), k = ik 6= i0k = 0k , Hk ( ) = Hj ( ), and Hk ( 0 ) = Hj ( 0 ). But
this ontradi ts Lemma 5.
ut
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Theorem 2. Any proto ol for G(3; n) that delivers a message from S to R with
nite traÆ uses headers of length at least log2 log2 n

O(log log log n).
Proof. Let h be the largest integer su h that n  h!. Then n < (h +1)! < (h +1)h ,
so h log2 (h + 1) > log2 n and h 2 (log n= log log n).
Consider any proto ol for G(3; n) that uses headers of length L. Sin e G(3; h!)
is a minor of G(3; n), it follows from Proposition 1 that there is a proto ol for
G(3; h!) using headers of length L. Hen e, by Lemma 6, L  log2 h = log2 log2 n
O(log log log n).
ut
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